Circular Walk (Wallace Farm – Hulls Mill)

Key:
Suggested Route:
3.5 miles – 1.5hrs (ish)
Alternative Option:
3.6 miles – 1.6hrs (ish)

Circular Walk (Wallace Farm – Hulls Mill)


From the Village Hall, cross Lucking Street, take the steps up onto Church Path and follow it to the church porch.



Turn sharp left and follow the path down Church Field, down the steps into the water meadows and follow it round to the right.



o

Blue Route: ignoring the two paths on the left across footbridges, cross through the bat willow plantation to the brook.
Turn left to the bridge, then right alongside St Mary’s wall to the field entrance at Toldishall Road. Cross the road, head
slightly left towards the hedge gap at the far side of the field, then follow the hedge line to the earth bridge. Turn half right.

o

Red Route: ignoring the first path on the left, take the second over the wooden footbridge and follow the path up to the
summit of Reyes Hill, then on to the gate at Toldishall Road. Cross the road and go down Mill Lane to the farm. Take the
path to the right opposite the farm and follow the track along the field boundary to the earth bridge. Go straight on.

Head across the field to the wooden footbridge and stile across a ditch (if the path has not been marked across the field, keep the
brook to your left and follow it round to the ditch and turn right to the footbridge).



Keeping to the right-hand hedge, and then fence line, go through a metal gate and eventually to the gate onto Dynes Hall Road.



Dog-leg left and right across the road and down some steps to a cross path.



Turn right onto the path that parallels the road along the field boundaries all the way up to Dog House Grove.



After a few yards on the road, turn left through the kissing gate and follow the track around the edge of Wallace’s Plantation,
through the ruins of Wallace’s Farm to a hedge gap at the field boundary, where the track turns sharp left.



Continue down to the track of the disused railway then turn right and head towards the left-hand corner of the wood ahead.



Follow the path through the wood, which finally dog-legs left and right and onto the road at Hulls Mill.



Go along to the farm entrance, turn right and follow the waymarked path through the farm, across the disused railway again and
up the hill through a plantation to a field, across which is a rickety stile with a dog gate.



Over the stile, follow the path up the hill and through a wooded area to the junction with a path on the left and a hedge gap.



Go into the field through the gap and turn left towards the field entrance on Dynes Hall Road.



Cross the road onto Purls Hill, walk down past Barretts Hall then up to the Church, turn right along Church Path and back to the
Village Hall.

